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Abstract 
The process of drilling and bolting the roof is currently one of 
the most dangerous jobs in underground mining, resulting in 
about 1,000 accidents with injuries each year in the United 
States. To increase the safety of undergrourtd miners, 
researchers from the Spokane Research Laboratory of the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health are 
applying neural network technology to the classification qf 
mine roof strata in terms of relative strength. In this project, 
the feasibility of using a monitorirlg system on a roof drill to 
assess the integrity of a mine roof and warn a roof drill 
operator when u weak layer is encountered is being studied. 
Using measurements taken while n layer is being drilled, one 
can convert the data to suitably scaled features and classify 
the strength of the layer with a neural network. The 
feasibility of using a drill monitoring system to estimate the 
strength of successive luyers of rock was demonstrated in the 
laboratory. 
Introduction 
The Spokane Rcsearch Laboratory (SRL) of the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
conducts rcscarch to improve thc safety of miners. Roof falls 
in underground mines have caused many fatalities in the past. 
To reduce the risk of deaths and injuries from roof falls, 1 - to 
3-m-long bolts are used to reinforce the rock. However, the 
process of drilling and bolting the roof is currently one of the 
most dangerous jobs in underground mining and according to 
data compiled by the Mine Safety and Health Administration, 
resulted in about 1,000 accidents with injuries a year between 
1984 and 1994 in the United Statcs. By using a monitoring 
system on a roof drill to assess the integrity of a mine roof, a 
roof drill operator could be warned when a weak layer is 
encountered. Such a warning could make the difference 
bctween life and death for the operator. 
A cross section of a typical mine roof and various types of 
roof support, including bolts, are shown in figure 1. Neural 
Figure 1.--Cross section of coal minc roof and support types. 
network technology is being applied to the classification of 
mine roof strata in terms of relative strength. That is, meas- 
urements taken while a layer is being drilled can be used to 
compute the specific energy input and convert thcse data to 
suitably scaled features. A neural network can then be used to 
classify the strcngth of the layer. 
Method 
A functional strata characteri~ation program has been 
developed. The program is designed to interface with an 
instrumented rock drill. Torque, rotation rate, thrust, penetra- 
tion ratc, and depth of thc drill tip are measured and converted 
to electrical signals by transducers. This information flows 
through interface boards to a computcr with a custom data 
acquisition program that includes a graphics display (figure 2). 
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Figurc 2.-Drilling data flow 



